
 

Vectra Strong Invisible Thread by Steve Fearson -
Unsichtbarer Faden

Steve Fearson's Vectra Line is the strongest invisible thread ever offered to the
magic community.

A single strand can hold nearly a quarter pound! That's a full deck of playing
cards!

Now, for the first time you can safely levitate large items like CDs, coat hangers,
scissors, you name it. Vectra Line is as invisible as some of the thinnest threads
on the market but is stronger than all of them.

Q. Is Vectra Line stronger than Kevlar or Spectra thread?
A. Yes, substantially stronger.

Q. Can I refill my existing reel with Vectra Line?
A. Yes, you can refill any thread reel with Vectra Line.

Q. Are there any drawbacks to using Vectra Line?
A. Vectra Line can be difficult to cut with scissors. They need to be very sharp;
alternatively, you can use a razor blade.

Q. Can Vectra break?
A. Every invisible thread has a breaking point, so while it is substantially stronger
than most it can break

With each packet of Vectra, we are now including a link to 35 minutes of
instructions that were previously sold separately! This online course will show
you exactly what makes Vectra Line so special. Here are just a few of the things
you'll see:

- The amazing FULL DECK LEVITATION, the demonstration that helped
popularize the Vectra Line is explained in depth.
- Steve also details his incredible FLOATING APPLE routine where an apple
appears to float up to your mouth and you take a bite out of it!
- Cause an ordinary fork to suddenly JUMP out of an ordinary wine glass. And
there's nothing attached to either one!
- The rarely seen ANTI-GRAVITY HAMSTER illusion! If you've ever seen a
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hamster levitate then you know that this trick alone is worth the price of the video.

More than 35 MINUTES OF AMAZING MAGIC! YES, THERE ARE A LOAD OF
IDEAS in this download!

The Stripping Secret
The Full Deck Demo
The Floating Apple
Floating Soda
Alternate Hookup
Floating Robot
Flying Bug
Spinning Floating Top
Floating Quarter
The Mousetrap
Moving Bottle
Spirit Fork
Electronic Floating Cigarette

In addition, you'll learn Steve's thread stripping secret; never struggle with
invisible thread again! Lighting theory for thread work is also discussed in depth.
Finally, Steve shares his advice on how you can make any levitation you perform
look as REAL as possible! This info is INVALUABLE to anyone serious about
thread work and this alone is worth many times the price of this package.

Fearson's Vectra Line is the result of several years of research and
development. Ultra high-tech fibers are used primarily by the military and space
programs and are generally unavailable to the public at large. We are proud to
bring you this exciting product, at an affordable price.

The Vectra Line contains over 100 individual invisible thread fibers. You receive
10 feet of unstripped thread, which equals well over 1000 feet of super strong
invisible thread!

"When it comes to strong invisible thread there's always been a juggle between
strength and invisibility. As a rule, the stronger it is the more visible the thread
becomes. Steve Fearson's Vectra line defies that rule by being just as invisible as
any of the more commonly used invisible threads. Yet it's so much stronger. Not
only is it allowing me to be more confident that it won't break during a
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performance, but it's also allowing me to do a wider range of effects with heavier
objects."
- Expert thread worker Ron Jaxon

"The Vectra Line thread is the thread of the FUTURE, stronger (much stronger),
finer and much more invisible than Kevlar. In fact, I've never used Kevlar simply
because I felt that it is not as invisible as the traditional threads, but the Vectra
Line has finally solved this problem and I am going to start using the Vectra Line,
replacing my thread work with it. This is powerful when combined with the Master
Levitation System!! Now it's time for some real close-up miracles! Well done
Steve for keeping one step ahead of all others when it comes to levitations."
- International Illusionist Brian Role

You are also supplied with a small sample of Steve Fearson's Master Wax
(colors vary) so you can start testing right after you receive the thread.
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